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PROSPECTIVES OF THE POWER SECTOR
REFORMATION

Sukhovey K.U., Ferova I.S.
Siberian Federal University

Krasnoyarsk, Russia

Over the last decades there were many debates
about suitability and reconstruction ways of those sec-
tors of national economy which in some ways have
signs of natural monopoly. A similar situation is tak-
ing  place  in  Russia;  a  special  attention  is  paid  on
power industry reformation – a classical model of
natural monopoly.

At the present time the power grid is a rod of
Russian power sector, which involves a complex of
economic relations, occurred at the production process
(including complex production of power and heat en-
ergy), power energy transmission, operative-dispatch
management at electric power engineering, distribu-
tion and usage of power energy.

Russian power complex is an engine of the
country’s development. Not only future of the power
sector directly depends on its reformation results but
also Russian economy prospects in whole – the place
and the role on the world arena.

The main aim of the power sector reconstruc-
tion is to form market relations at power industry. It’s
specified by the fact that Russian power sector directly
and seriously depends on governmental and political
institutions and large private conglomerates, it means
that power sector is a vertically integrated monopoly
with a public form of ownership. According to many
experts opinion, monopolistic structure saving at Rus-
sian power industry encourages ineffective funds and
natural recourses usage that finally affects not only
price for the provided service but also quality decrease
and leads to consumption rights infringement.

Competitive conditions, created during reform,
will let to optimize Russian power grid work and raise
efficiency of generating capacity charging. It’s con-
nected with the fact that separation of the present mo-
nopoly into independent companies, according to the
activity kinds will let to consolidate uncoordinated as-
sets management; it will raise managing ability of the
new power sector subjects (operating companies),
simplify realization of the single development strategy
and involve considerable financial resources. In addi-
tion, competitive market creation will raise investment
attraction of the network infrastructure; it will create
additional abilities for power energy transmission and
extend its volume. Due to this, geography of the
power energy trade will expand and become more so-
phisticated, including Export-Import operations. As a
result, development of energy-saving technology and
energy consumption schemes will be stimulated; it
will considerably reduce power inputs per unit of a
generated item. The reform will also let to solve the

problem of consumers powering reliability, eliminate
local electric energy deficiencies which are typical for
many Russian regions. Eventually, injected into sec-
tors competitions will let to stabilize prices for electric
energy at acceptable level and give new abilities for a
schedule and purchases' value optimization as well as
risk compensation.

It’s obvious that power industry reformation
will change sector’s structure. New principles and
mechanism of control and development of the power
industry at the modern market economy should be de-
veloped as well as market criterion of estimation of
the reform efficiency.

The work was submitted to III international
scientific conference «Basic Research», Dominican
Republic, April, 10-20, 2008, came to the editorial of-
fice 09.02.2008.
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The world’s experience shows that the stable
economical growth and the gross domestic product in-
crease are possible only on the innovative basis with
active use of modern scientific and technological
achievements and on the ability to innovative activi-
ties and introductions.

In present-day competitive activity the struggle
for the ability to innovative introductions and not for
the resource and material values possession takes
place.

This problem is especially burning for our
country, which is in the period of transition to market
relations. Nowadays, for the majority of industrial or-
ganizations the adaptability to quickly changing eco-
nomical and political situation is a pressing task.

In connection with this the choice of the enter-
prise’s most effective innovative activities manage-
ment instrumentation, the innovation potential estima-
tion and the ways of innovation activity promotion
development emerge. It will allow providing the com-
petitive edge of the enterprise, defining the innovative
activities’ internal possibilities swiftly, detecting hid-
den reserves of the organization’s development for the
purpose of its commercial activity’s efficiency up-
grading.

The innovative activity’s and its results’ high
level at the industrial organizations of developed
countries  is  conditioned,  to  a  large  extent,  by  the
availability and constant development of the complex
of multi-industry relations formed on the one hand –
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under the pressure of competitive conditions, and on
the other hand – at the governmental active assistance.

Lately an increased attention to the role of in-
novations at the state’s economic policy implementa-
tion  has  been paid  in  Russia.  A package  of  measures
on the innovation infrastructure in the form of special
economic zones and technology parks is carried out;
competitions on the innovation programs’ financial
backing within the framework of the National Project
are held among educational institutions. A significant
attention is paid to the discussion of the science de-
velopment strategy and its reforming. However, all
these measures are of fragmentary character and do
not take into account the features and tendencies
formed in the innovative activities subjects.

It becomes apparent that to preserve and de-
velop the scientific and industrial potential of the
country there should be doubled the guiding and regu-
lating role of the government in the strategy and tac-
tics of reforms, especially if it concerns the innovative
activities in the sphere of higher education. So, for ex-
ample, the higher education sector percentage in inter-
nal research and development costs in Russia makes 6,
8%,  for  the  comparison  in  Japan  –  13,  9%,  in  Ger-
many – 16, 9%, in the USA – 15, 9% and average
over the EC – 21, 5%.

Among other guidelines of the governmental
scientific and technological policy there outstands the
flight to strengthening of science and education inter-
relations, and also the principles of guaranteeing the
priority development of basic scientific research and
the integration of scientific, scientific and technologi-
cal and educational activities on the ground of various
forms of participation of workers, post-graduates and
students of educational institutions of higher profes-
sional education in scientific research and experimen-
tal developments by means of creation of educational
and scientific complexes on the basis of educational
institutions of higher professional education, scientific
organizations of Science Academies having the gov-
ernmental status, and also scientific organizations of
national departments and other federal executive bod-
ies.

Nevertheless, in present-day economics there
is no other alternative in our enterprises except search-
ing and using swiftly any potential to enhance the
competitiveness on the ground of innovations using
the like interest of other native economy branches’
subjects.

Today even strongest enterprises have no op-
portunity to provide a high state level of all the links
of their value chain simultaneously using their own re-
sources that is required for a rival product offering.
This makes them include other organizations’ value
chain separate elements, which allow implementing
this task, into their business processes.

In the necessity perception, and also the com-
binative processes realization itself, the integration
participant should not treat them formally following in

this connection the principle of pragmatism and final
objective distinct vision. In general, the integration ac-
tivity in the microlevel (organization level) makes
sense in the horizontal level, if it brings the participant
organization to the following moments:

a) the promotion of efficiency and effective-
ness  of  its  own business  processes  carried  out  on  the
most modern basis – intensive penetration, introduc-
tion and diffusion of innovations;

b) the access to those partner’s resource cate-
gories, which are critical for the development of its
own business processes and reaching by them the re-
quired results;

c) the access to the partner’s business proc-
esses’ disconnected elements, which are critical in
terms of their “inclusion” into its value chain;

d) the enhancement of the joint with the part-
ner access to the sources of financial and other third
parties’ resources at the expense of increased invest-
ment appeal of the integrated structure both for the
government and non-governmental organizations.

In the enumerated cases the integration proc-
esses really can give the IC participant a significant ef-
fect, and the expenditures connected with their im-
plementation are feasible taking into account the long-
term effect of integration.

The joint efforts on the integration provision,
in spite of their complex character, become easier be-
cause the potential partners treat them from the same
positions, and pursue the same objectives, that allows
reaching a consensus on many complex questions and
final effect of synergy.

It is especially indicative for the innovation
role growth conditions in achieving competitive suc-
cess of organizations from any branches, and thus,
even according too the given above points b) and c), it
is their innovative components, making partner struc-
tures consider the integration as an opportunity to de-
velop their own innovative activities, that are meant
more often.

To achieve the output goods’ market novelty
high degree, taking into account the objective neces-
sity of the innovation “transition” through special
phases from its ideal to product form, enterprises have
to integrate with those organizations, first of all, with-
out the participation of which the success probability
of such a “transition” diminishes sharply.

For our country such basic innovation process
participants are the following organizations: Research
and Development Institutes (academic and industrial),
higher education institutions (polytechnical) and en-
terprises (small and large). Their role in the innovation
cycle conditioned by the ability to “cover” its various
phases by their activities is reflected in the picture 1.

The availability of a peculiar resource, busi-
ness process and product collection within the limits
of its branch belonging in every basic integration par-
ticipant means the possibility of their cross use by
other participants of the integrated structures pursuing
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their own and general ends. In other words, the practi-
cal implementation of the participants’ voluntary inte-
gration idea is based on their very motivation to per-
form product-resource exchange among themselves.

It follows from that the estimation of the state
and integrated structures participants’ effective eco-
nomic contacts formation perspectives can be based
on the analysis of their interaction level consisting in
every participant’s resources and final output degree
of utilization by other participants. Being compared to
the achieved level of final activity factors of the inte-
grated structure itself, the participants’ interaction de-
gree will reflect the integration efficiency. The similar
comparison will allow shedding light on the integrated
structures participants’ functioning peculiarities both
individually and in the aggregate, giving its estimate,
making the perspective forecast and developing
managerial solutions adequate to the situation at vari-
ous  levels  of  their  control.  In  such  a  conception  the
development of integrated structures is directly tied in
with the maximization of industrial product innovation
cycle successful completion possibility by means of
strenuous integration of the innovation infrastructure
relevant elements actualizing these phases.

Let us note that within the framework of the
meaningful integration the probability of the fact that
the  product  of  one  of  the  participants  will  be  a  re-

source inlet for business processes of other partici-
pants rises sharply.

It  will  not  in  word,  but  in  fact  make the  inte-
grated structures organizations critically comprehend
their own and partners’ activity selecting only the
most effective participants for the integration, estab-
lish more and more closer product-resource contacts
among themselves finally striving for the effect of
synergy.

To our opinion, only on this ground native en-
terprises and organizations of different industries can
produce competitive goods and have a chance of cor-
responding to severe requirements of present-day eco-
nomics, that defines a high relevance of the develop-
ment of strategies and concrete measures on the IC
formation in our country.

In this connection we should note that the
NSTU Business Department research team has been
performing investigations in this direction for some
years already and has got definite results, which will
be  aimed to  solve  the  problems described in  the  pre-
sented report; the investigations being supported by
the grant of the RF Department of Education and Sci-
ence.
The work was submitted to international scientific
conference “Innovation technologies», USA, (New
York) December, 19-27, 2007, came to the editorial
office 26.10.2007.


